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alignment

Text is an ongoing sequence of words, distinct from 
shorter headlines or captions. The main block is 
often called the “body,” comprising the principal 
mass of content. Also known as “running text,” it can 
flow from one page, column, or box to another. Text 
can be viewed as a thing—a sound and sturdy 
object—or a fluid poured into the containers of page 
or screen. Text can be solid or liquid, body or blood. 
As body, text has more integrity and wholeness than 
the elements that surround it, from pictures, 
captions, and page numbers to banners, buttons, and 
menus. Designers generally treat a body of text 
consistently, letting it appear as a coherent substance 
that is distributed across the spaces of a document. 
In digital media, long texts are typically broken into 
chunks that can be accessed by search engines or 
hypertext links. Contemporary designers and writers 
produce content for various contexts, from the pages 
of print to an array of software environments, screen 
conditions, and digital devices, each posing its own 
limits and opportunities.
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Each basic mode of alignment has distinct characteristics and typical uses.
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What forms of alignment do you see? What is their purpose?



alignment

Justified text usually looks bad on the web.



alignment

On this web page, rules create clean columns on the page without requiring justified text.



flUsh left and flUsh right: vas: an opera in flatland Book spread, 2002. Designer: Stephen Farrell. Author: Steve Tomasula. 

alignment: experimental



the telephone book: technology, schizo phrenia, electric speech Book, 1989. Designer: Richard Eckersley. 
Author: Avital Ronell. Compositor: Michael Jensen. Publisher: University of Nebraska Press. Photograph: Dan Meyers.

alignment

The designer has deliberately created typographic rivers in order to create cracks or fissures in the text.



flUsh left and flUsh right: informal Book, 2002.Designer: Januzzi Smith.Author: Cecil Balmond.Photograph: Dan Meyers. 

alignment: experimental



jUstified: hella jongeriUs Book, 2003. Designers: COMA. Photograph: Dan Meyers. 

alignment: experimental
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vertical alignment

Capitals stack more comfortably than lowercase letters.



mexican street signs Photographs by Andrea Marks. Sign painters in Mexico create letters that stack well, such as squared-off Os and Gs.



simpatico Poster for the Public Theater, 1994. 
Designer: Paula Scher/Pentagram. Type set on a 
vertical baseline creates movement across the poster. 
The theater’s logo, which also employs a vertical 
baseline, can be easily placed on street banners.

Instead of stacking letters, designers often change the orientation of the baseline to make vertical lines.



parallelen im schnittpUnkt  
(crossing parallels) Poster, 1997. Designer: 
Gerwin Schmidt. Publisher: Art-Club Karlsruhe. 
The axes of type and landscape intersect to create 
posters that are simple, powerful, and direct. The text  
is mirrored in German and French.

Instead of stacking letters, designers often change the orientation of the baseline to make vertical lines.




